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Abstract
If M and N are in Mn;C and have the same rank, then there exist P and Q in
GLn;C such that PMQ  N . We show that P and Q can be chosen similar, or,
equivalently, that there exist invertible matrices R and S such that RSMSR  N . Ó 1999
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Resume
Quelles que soient M et N dans Mn;C de me^me rang, il existe P et Q dans GLn;C
telles que PMQ  N . Nous allons montrer qu’on peut choisir les matrices P et Q
semblables, ce qui est equivalent a` l’ existence de matrices inversibles R et S telles que
RSMSRN. Ó 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Let
M  A B
C D
 
2 Mn;C;
where A 2 Mr;C and D 2 Mnÿ r;C: The following lemma is a variant of a
well-known result [4, p. 145].
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Lemma 1. If A is invertible and 06 k6 nÿ r, then M has rank r  k if and only
if D  X  CAÿ1B for some X of rank k.
Proof. Write
I 0
ÿCAÿ1 I
 
A B
C D
 
 A B
0 ÿ CAÿ1B D
 
and observe that rkM rkA+rkDÿ CAÿ1B. 
From now on we write
Cr;n  M

 A B
C CAÿ1B
 
2 Mn;C j A 2 GLr;C

:
Every matrix in the set Cr;n has rank r.
Proposition 1. If M 2 Cr;n, then there exists P 2 GLn;C such that PMP  Ir,
where
Ir  I 00 0
 
2 Cr;n:
Proof. We put
M  A B
C CAÿ1B
 
and Q  R R
ÿ1B
CRÿ1 D
 
;
where R is a square root of A, i.e., R2  A and D is arbitrary. (The existence of
a square root of a matrix in Mr;C is a basic fact [3, p. 471].) According to
Lemma 1, the matrix D can be chosen such that Q is invertible. We have
QIrQ  M . 
Lemma 2. There is a matrix F 2 Mn;C of rank r none of whose r  r-minors
vanishes (i.e., TFU 2 Cr;n for all permutation matrices T and U).
Proof. If X 2 Mn; r;C has rank r and none of its r  r-minors vanishes, then
F  XX t does the job. Hence it suces to establish the existence of such a
matrix. This means that we have to find n vectors of the vector space Cr such
that any r among them form a basis. Let Sk be a system of k vectors satisfying
this property and let vk1 be a vector of C
r that does not belong to any of
the finitely many hyperplanes generated by any r ÿ 1 vectors of Sk (such a
vector exists since Cr is not the union of a finite number of strict subspaces [4,
p. 53]). The system Sk1 obtained by adding the vector vk1 to the system Sk
does the job. We conclude by observing that we can start this process with a
system Sr corresponding to a basis of C
r. 
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Remark. A natural problem is to determine explicitly such a matrix F  XX t:
For this, it is enough to take for X the matrix formed by the first r columns of
any totally positive matrix G. Such matrices exist in each dimension: for ex-
ample, one can take a suitable power of the tridiagonal matrix with 10s on the
principal diagonal and 1s on the adjacent diagonals (see the exercises on
oscillatory matrices in [1, p. 57]).
Proposition 2. Let M and N be two complex matrices of the same rank. There
exist invertible matrices R and S such that RMS 2 Cr;n and RNS 2 Cr;n.
Proof. There exist invertible matrices R0 and S0 such that R0MS 0 satisfies the
condition of Lemma 2. On the other hand, R0NS0 admits a non-vanishing r  r-
minor. By a suitable permutation of rows and columns, this minor can be
carried to the upper left corner. This means that there exist two permutation
matrices T and U such that T R0NS0U 2 Cr;n. We clearly have
T R0MS 0U 2 Cr:n. We put R  TR0 and S  S0U . 
Proposition 3. Let M and N be matrices of the same rank in Mn;C. Then there
exist invertible matrices X and Y such that XYMYX  N :
Proof. There are invertible matrices R and S such that RMS 2 Cr;n and
RNS 2 Cr;n (Proposition 2). Then Proposition 1 ensures that there are invertible
matrices P and Q such that P RMSP  QRNSQ  Ir. We deduce that
N  Rÿ1Qÿ1Sÿ1SPRMSPRRÿ1Qÿ1Sÿ1: 
Remark. The problem solved in this article is linked to the study of the inde-
composable representations of the Kronecker quiver
[2, pp. 15,76]. This link is clearly underlined by Proposition 2, which shows that
two matrices may be simultaneously sent to the chart Cr;n.
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